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ACTA FACULTATIS RERUM NATURALIUM UNIVERSITATIS C03IENIANAE 
3IATHEMATICA XVII - 1967 
ON THE EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS 
OF NON-LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
J . NECAS, Praha 
Introduction . We shall consider boundary value problems for elliptic 
equations of order 2k in the divergent form 
2 (-iyiW[ai(x,Dht)]=f(x) 
\i\£k 
where Dl is the well-known symbol for derivatives in Euclidean space 
EN :D
l = d]il[dx\i . . . 8x£». We shall deal with the problem of existence 
of weak solutions using direct variational methods and for them the regularity 
theorems will be derived. In the conclusion the converse process will be used 
for investigation of existence of regular solution. 
Contents: §1 Weak solution of the boundary value problem. Its determinig 
by the variational method. 
§2 Regularity of the solution; application of differences method. 
§3 Regularity of the solution; on the Holder continuity of fc-th 
derivatives. 
§4 The existence of regular solution. Application of the first 
differential. 
§1. Weak solution of the boundary value problem. Its deter-
min ing by the var iational method. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in EN with Lipschitzian boundary 8Q. Let us 
denote by E(Q) the space of such real-valued infinitelly differentiable functions 
on Q that can be continuously extended (with all their derivatives) to the 
closure of Q : Q. D(Q) is a subspace of E(Q) which contains all functions 
with compact support. 
Let k :> 1 be an integer, 1 <, m < oo. Let W$(Q) be a normed space of all 
real-valued functions which are integrable with m-th power over Q and so 
10i 
do all their derivatives (in the sense of distributions) up to the i-th order. 
o 
The norm of u is \\u\\w$ = ( / 2 \D%U(X)^ d#)1/m. Let us denote W{$(Q) = 
a [a|£& 
= D(Q). 
Let CW(Q) be a space of all real-valued functions which are continuous 
with all their derivatives up to k-th order on Ti with usual norm and let 
CW>fl(Q) be subspace of C^(H) of these functions whose &-th derivatives are 
/^-Holder continuous. 
We shall define functions ai(x, Cj[), |t| <> k for x e Q, —oo < £/ < oo, \j\ < k 
continuous in variables Cj for almost every x and measurable as functions 
of x for £y being fixed. Each positive constant will be denoted by C. To 
distinguished the constants, if it is necessary we shall use indices. Let us 
assume 
(1.1) \at(x, 0) | <_; 0(1 + 2 l^l™-
1), K m < oo 
l/l_;* 
or less: we set - = T^--- if (k — \i\)m < N, = 0if(& — \i\)m > 
q\i\ m --V qxix 
> N.-rr > 0 if (k — \i\) m = N. For 1 ^ g -t- GO let q' =-—-?-_, «n,t |/l = 
ffW ? — -
= -=y -̂ and let G(s) be continuous non-negative function for 0 < s < oo. Let 
Siti 
fir* eXff'MI(.Q), ^i.i(a;) ^ 0. Let us suppose 
(1.2) \al(x,C])\<,C( 2 I6D N * ) + 2 IC/I*MW')-
(jXk-Nfm k-Nlm-£\j\^k 
The following assertion is valid: the operator at(x, D^u) is continuous from 
W($(Q) into JDgr'ifi,(.Q). Its proof is based upon imbedding theorems for W[$(Q) 
spaces. (See, for instance, E. CAGLIARDO [10] and also M. M. VAJNBEEG [28].) 
Let now be D(Q) c ? ) c E(Q), V =H) in W<$(Q) and let Q be such Banach 
__ o 
space that D(Q) = Q and that W$(Q) c Q algebraically and topological^. 
Let u0 E W$(Q) (stable boundary condition), g e V such functional that 
o 
gv = 0 for v e W{$(Q) (unstable boundary condition), and feQ' (the right-
hand side) be given. Let us denote gv = <v, y>^, fv = <v,fyQ. 
Definition of the boundary value problem and of weak solution: We are 
looking for such u e W($(Q) that 
(1.3) u - u0 e W^(Q), 
(1.4) for each v e V: f £ Dhat(x, Dhi) dx =-= <v,f}n + <v, g}8n. 
a |{|£& 
Thus, boundary value problem (1.3), (1.4), we shall transfer to the problem 
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of finding a minimum of certain functional &(v). There are many other 
aspects the problem can be approached. Thus, many authors have dealt with 
the existence of the solution of boundary value problem using the concept 
of "monotone operators" which we shall use further. (See, e. g. F. E. BROWDER 
[2], [3], M. I. VISIK [30], J. LERAY, J . L. LIONS [17]...) We shall obtain 
similar results; the difference is that we shall suppose certain additional 
condition concerning symmetry of the operator. But we shall know that 
certain functional has minimum in our solution. If the functional is a priori 
known then further considerations are analogic to those in papers: F. E. 
BROWDER [6], M. M. VAJNBERG, R. I. KAOUROVSKIJ [29]. See also the book 
by S. G. MICHLIN [18], 
The condition of symmetry: Let d be the number of indices with lenght 
\i\ <; fc, q> eD(Ea). Then (1.5) holds almost ewerywhere in Q: 
(1-6) (-1)'" f-^*t(*,ta)V = (-W f^aj(x,Z)d!;. 
Ed v£j Ed CQi 
There is proved in author's paper [20] (using the formula for integration 
of differential, see M. M. VAJNBERG [28]): 
Theorem 1.1. Let the conditions (1.2) and (1.5) be satisfied. Then 
(1.6) 0(v) = / dt f ^ ~Dhai(x, DH0 + tDh) dx - (v,fyQ - <v, g}dn 
0 Q \i\£k 
is continuous functional on V; its Gateaux' differential is 
(1.7) D0(v, i) = lim 0{V + rv) ~ 0{V) « / 2 Dhat(x, Dhi0 + Dh) dx -
T-»O T n \i\^k 
— <v>f>u — <v,g>da-
To prove the existence of minimum 0(v) on V, we shall investigate the 
conditions under which the following relations hold: 
(1.8) lim 0(v) = GO 
IWI fP{f>->oo 
(1.9) 0(v) is weakly lower-semicontinuous. 
If v is the point of minimum *of 0(v), then D0(v, v) = 0, which is (1.4). 
Differential (1.7) is said to be totally monotone (strictly totally monotone) 
if for all v, w e V, v ̂  w, 
(1.10) f 2 DK™ — *>) &&> &u0 + Dfw) - at(x, D*u0 + Dh)] dx ^ 0, ( > 0) 
a \i\gk 
holds. 
We shall say that the differential (1.7) is coercitive if for all v e V 
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(1.11) f 2 Dhat(x, D1u0 + Dh) dx > X{\\v\\ wW) holds 
a \i\<k 
where X(s)js e LX(0, E) for every R > 0 and lim -5- / --------- d8 = , _ - 00 . 
There is proved in author's paper [20]. 
Theorem 1.2. Let (1.2), (1.5), (1.10), (1.11) be satisfied. Then there exists 
min 0(v) (0(v) is defined by (1.6),), namely, in the point v. Function v + u0 
is the solution of problem. If the condition (1.10) of the strict monotony is satisfied^ 
the solution is unique. In this case &(vn) -> &(v) => vn - - v (weak convergence). 
Let us remark that (1.11) is satisfied, e.g. if u0 = 0 and 




2 (£« — m) • !>«(#> £/) — «*(#> m)1 -- ° 
|i|_4 
then (1.10) is satisfied e.t.c. See author's paper [20], 
Let us write the operators at(x, D^u) in the form ai(x, D*u, D<3u) where 
the symbol D*u denotes a vector of derivatives with |a| = k and D$u a vector 
with \p\ < k. * 
We say that the main part of the differential (1.7) is monotone if for v, 
iv, co e V 
(1.12) f ^ Dl(w - v) [at(x, DHiQ + D*w, D?u0 + D?(D) -
•Q \i\=k 
— at(x, D*u0 + D*v, D
lu0 + 2)%)] da; ^ 0 
holds. 
Let us investigate the conditions under which the functional (1.6) is weakly 
lower-semicontinuous. For this we need monotony of the highest derivatives 
[see condition (1.12)] and strengthened continuity which is to be locally 
uniform regardig the derivatives D*u. 
Sufficient conditions for this are following: 
Let c(s), d(s) be continuous functions for 0 < s < 00, non-negative, d(0) = 0 
and assume 
(1.13) |t| = k : \ai(x, £„, ^) — at(x, £a, ^ ) | < • * 
<c(max( ^ 1^1. I M ) - id( I \h-Ve\)-
\P\<k-N/m \0\<k-Nlm \P\<k-Nlm 
• (i + 2 ICI--1) + 2 lf-i* 1 *> - id" Ml 
|OE| — Jfc \<x.\=k,k-Nlm<.\P\<k 
1 r. m — \ — X - ' 
where 0 < //, 3, <q\$\ . Let m 
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(1.14) at(x, C„, £,?) = _ taatz(z, tj) + at(x, £.*) 
H-fc 
m , . 
hold for \i\ < k. Let aia=z£ 0 at most when ?ui > m_ x • --«-
 u s suppose 
(1.15) |aia(*,^)l<c( 2 ICD-(
1 + I , J W 
i „ (TO — 1) a m — TO , , 
where 0 < v.,, < - Lim. . q\ *, and — •* TO . q\t\ ' 
(1.16) \ai(x,^)\<c( ^ Î D • Wx) + 2 It*!*'"'-"!). 
|/Sl<k-JVlm fc-_;V/»*<l0l<& 
where gr̂ o;) > 0, g( e Lq*u and qfo > g'|<| if k - N/m < |<|; q?tl = 1 if |{| < 
< fc - iN/m . Further p$,„/?l < ^ • 
9 H\ 
We can prove (see again [20]). 
Theorem 1.3. Let the conditions (1.2), (1.5), (1.11), (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), 
(1.15), (1.16) be satisfied. Then there exists a minimum of (1.6); let us denote 
it v. Function v + u0 is the solution of problem. 
Let us remark, that 
(1.17) ^ (ft - W) • [««(*' *«> W - as(*> ^ ' W-l ^ ° 
l i |=k 
is sufficient for the validity of (1.12). 
§2. Regular i ty of the so lu t ion ; appl icat ion of differences method. 
E. HOPF in his article [14] and many other authors have used this method 
to prove the regularity of solution of non-linear second order elliptic equations. 
Thus it is possible to obtain properties of k + 1-st derivatives. Author doesn't 
know how to apply this method, if it is possible, when investigating regularity 
of the derivatives of k -f 2-nd and higher orders (as for the nonlinear elliptic 
equations in general form). 
We shall assume, that functions a%(x, £/) are continuously differentiate for 
x e Q, —oo < fj < oo and we denote atj(x, fa) = ~- (x9 fy). Assuming m > 2, 





2 , | i | - | j | - J t , 
|ay(x,C„)|_c|^|- " x . ( - + J. IЫ""" 1 ) . 1  2 K«l2 / l«'i<*. iji = *; 
|a[<k 
analogically for |í| = k, \j\ < k, 
\<Hj(x, C„)| <. c . (1 + 2 lf«lw-2)'. 1-1 < b, lil < k; 
2 (Hi(X, Ca) fífi Í_C 2 Um~Hl 
W-l/l-* |i|-& 
P/y i — - 1 / —\ 1 (x, Ca)! <: c . |Cí|- .. U + 2 IC-IV ^ |ť| - *, 
|a,<k 
(x, C„) 
or to the conditions 
; c ( i + 2 Kai"-1) 
.м<fc 
(2.2) 
- - 1 
M * . f-)l < c(d + 2 £«)2 > 1*1 = lil =k, d> 0, 
|a| -A: 
m _ 1 m _ 1 
|a.,(*, CJI _ c(c? + 2 c«2)T~* • (i + 2 %V ~*> l̂ l - *» lil < * 
|a|-=k |a|<k 
and analogically for |i| < k, \j\ = k, 
5 - 1 
\at,(x, CJI <£ c (1 + 2 «)* f o r 1*1 < *• lil < *-
< l«;<* 
foг 
c i ( r f + 2 fil)2"^1^ 2 *u(x,Utáj<c2(d+ 2 £
2)2~ l^l2' 
|a|=k l-H/|=k W=k 
w___l_ 
-£«(- + 2 £ ) ' 2> lťl<*» 
|a|<k 
*__l _L_I 
_ c ( i + 2 £š)4 *(- + 2 f-)*"1' 1*1 = *-
|a|-fc |a|<fc 
toг 
Let us denote by <r(#) an infinitely differentiate function which is equivalent 
with dist(x,dQ) and which satisfies |D*<r| <_,<>. cr1""!'!- (Existence of such 
function is proved by author in [22].) 
We shall consider smoothness of the solution in Q, not in Q. We shall 
assume that the right-hand side satisfies an inequality 
N 
(2.3) V 
1 = 1 
eXl~\\W^(Q)'^
c< 
where Wfk)(Q) is the dual space to W1p(Q). 
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Applying the standard differences method (see e.g. J. NECAS [21]) ue 
obtain 
Theorem 2.1. Let u e W*$(Q), m > 2 be the solution of problem (1.3), (1.4). 
(Generally we do not suppose (1.5).) * Let (2.1), (2.3) also be satisfied. Then 
N 
/°a22(^ | i )%l?)2dj : < c 
1=1 ltl=k 
and tints (N ;> 3): 
2kN mN 
(2.4) f ^ °N~2 • \Dlu\A'-2 dx <> c < oo, 
a |i|<k 
(2.5) / ^ tf2^|D%|2> d# ^ <7P < oo, 1 < p < oo, ./¥ = 2. 
a |i|<* 
Similarly the next theorem is valid: 
Theorem 2.2. Let n e W^(Q), m > 2 be the solution of problem (1.3), (1.4) 
(Generally we do not suppose (1.5) J Let (2.2), (2.3) also be satisfied. Then the 
inequalities 
m\ 2 
/"* • І tóг[íř+ 2 (D*«)2]*ľ<ь<;c<oo. 
l"1 /(7 2 *.[d + 2 C 0 ^ ) 2 ] 2 *• 2 (-D^)2 do; ^ c < oo 
ii |a|-ft KI-& + 1 
and (2.4), (2.5) AoW. 
Analogical assertion is valid if we set ]T C« instead of ]T C2 i n (2-2)-
N<fc W-* 
If fc = 1 (the equation of second order) we can weaken our requirements-
Let us denote functions ai(x, £/) by symbols: at(x, u,p), i =-= 1, 2, . . . , N) 
8u 
a(x, u, p), where p = (px, . . . , PN), Pi = -5^7 and let v(s), ̂ (8), ̂ i(^) he non-
дxi 
negative functions for 0 <, s < 00. Let us denote \p\ = ( ]T #?)1 / 2- Let us 
assume 
(2.6) 
N N Яа, 
"(i«i). (i + \p\)m~2. 2 -*.--. 2 esrfo и'*> *«-* ^ 
i - 1 
лr 
i.ń.1 ЄPІ 




8x] + M<: 





i,fc = l 
Ьa% 
dxjc 
(x, u, p) (i + \p\) + i 
1 = 1 





+ 2 г = l 




íP i (M).( i + |i>ľГ, 
1 < m < oo. 
Let ue Wfy(Q) be a weak solution satisfying the next condition: for each 
<p e D(Q) the equation 
JV д<p dx = 0 (2.8) f (^ai(x9u9p)-^r+a(x9ii9p)<p) 
Q i = l €X* 
holds. Then the next assertion holds (see 0 . A. LADYZENSKAJA, N. N. U R A L -
CEVA [16]): 
Theorem 2.3. Let u e Wm
)(Q)9 1 < m < oo be the weak solution satisfying 
(2.8), let sup \u(x)\ < oo. Let (2.6) <md (2.7) 6e valid. Then for Q' cz Q 
x e Q 
(2.8)' jr (i + i ^ - 2 2 ( - a ^ - ) d* ̂  c(£r) < °° ^ ^ 
If k = 1, w0 G C
2(.Q) and if we consider the Dirichlet problem we can 
substitute Q for Q' in Theorem 2.3 when ^i3 in sufficiently smooth. (See 
[16].) 
Analogical results concerning the solution of the variational problem for 
the functional ff(x9 u9 p) dx (as Theorem 2.3 and following) proved C. B. 
a 
MOREY [19]. Let f(x9 u9 p) be a function which has two Holder continuous 
derivatives according to each variable and let the inequality 
in m 
(2.9) 0,(1 +u* + \p\*j* - C3 < M u9p) <C2(l+u*+ Ipl
2)"* 
be satisfied for 1 < m < oo. 
Furthermore, let uQ e W$(Q). Let us look for such N 
(2.10) u G W$(Q)9 u-uQe W$(Q)9 
tha t 
(2.11) ff lx9 u9 --r— I dx is minimal. 
The solution u satisfies Euler equation in the weak form: for <p e D(Q): 
<*•»-> / ( , | & • § - , <*•«.rt + *£<-.«.*>)<-• - »• 
pj? Oi? 




\ai(x, u, p)\ + 
8a% 
~8xî 
(x, u, p) + \a(x, w, p)\ + 8a , . 
Ä_Г ( x ' " '- , ) 
m 1 
_ s c ( i + «- + _»!-)'-'"«, 
+ 8a 8u (7(1 + 1»« + |_j|-)« 
Ш í 
C7l(1 + „• + \p\ty - ̂  g < 2 •£*- (*.«. _») M . <_: 
<=i <.y_-i *_?-• 
___i A-
<_c I(i + «
, + _p|»)8 _> . . 
i = l 
be satisfied. (Comp. wi th (2.2).) Then (see C. B . M O R E Y [19]): 
Theorem 2.4. If ue Wm
)(Q), m > 2, u satisfies (2.12) and if the conditions 
(2.13) are satisfied then (2.8)' holds. If 1 < m < 2 //tew fAere ermte t* satisfying 
(2.12) 8wA _̂ a£ (2.8)' iWete again. 
See also E. R. BULEY [6]. 
§3. Regular i ty of the so lu t ion ; on the Holder cont inui ty of 
k—th derivatives. 
Under the assumptions of the Theorems 2.1 or 2.2 wre have (3.1) for the 
weak solution and <p e D(Q) 
8v 
(3.1) f ^ av(x> DHl) Di(PD1 IT" dx = 
a 1*1,1/1 <k dXl 
= -f 2 ^(x>D*u)Di?dx +(?>-&) > I = I929...9N. 
d \ifkk 8x* \ 8xi/® 
8u 
Thus if we denote co = —— then co is a weak solution of linear differential 
8xi 
equat ion. The investigation of regulari ty of higher derivatives is based upon 
(3.1) and upon regular i ty theorems for the linear equat ions . I n this section 
we restr ict ourselves t o the assumptions (2.2) wi th d = 1. Simple example 
can be given to exhibi t t h a t conditions (2.1) do no t guarantee cont inui ty of 
k + 1-st derivatives in Q in spite of the analyt ic i ty of functions a%(x, £)), f(x). 
(See J . N E C A S [20].) 
8u 
If k = 1 then (3.1) yields further information if we set 9 = -r—• b^ ip2, ip e 
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€ D(Q), s ;> 0, bn(x) = min (\p\
2, n), n = 1, 2, ... (q> — the comparison 
function). See e.g. 0 . A. LADYZENSKAJA, N. N. URALCEVA [16]. The com-
parison function 
(3.2) P = « - g ^ V>\ V> e D(Q), s > 0, 
dn = min {(1 + u* + \p\*), n}, n = l,2, ... 
has been used in E. R. BULEY'S paper [6] under assumptions (2.9), (2.13) 
and m ]> 2. The same function has been used by C. B. MOREY [19] but with 
s < 0. From this the boundedness of the first derivatives on every Q' c: 
<^Q'^Q can be obtained when s ->oo. (See E. R. BULEY [6], J. NECAS 
[21].) If 
(3.3) sup \p(x)\ <> C(Q') < oo 
8u 
is proved and if (2.8)'holds then---— = cois a weak solution of linear equation 
VXl 
with bounded and measurable coefficients on Q' according to (2.1). When 
k = 1 we can use D E GIORGI'S result (if-^~ -= 0 see [12] I or more general 
result of G. STAMPACCHIA (if-7~- ^ 01 [27]: 
Theorem 3.1. Let u e W\(Q) be a weak solution of the equation: for q> e D(Q), 
where f e LP(Q), ft e L2P(Q), p > — , ay e L^(Q), Y a<;£<£; > C\£|
2, then 
there exists such 0 < /j < 1 that 
IMIc».*cS'> < C(Q') (\\f\\LpW+ 2 ||/I||LWII) + l l * M W . &
 c O 
The proof of Holder continuity for higher derivatives and (for k = 1 of 
the analyticity of solution) follows e.g. by the result of A. DOUGLIS, L. NIREN-
BERG [9] (or by results of E. HOPF [14]). We shall formulate the results: 
E. R. BULEY [6]: 
Theorem 3.2. Let k = 1, m ^ 2, let u be the solution of (2.10), (2.11) and let 
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the assumptions (2.9), (2.13) be satisfied. Then (3.3) holds and there exists 
0 < fi < 1 that 
(3.4) IMIc^-Q') < C(-G') < oo Mete. 
Applying C. B. MORREY'S result the Theorem 3.2 can be obtained for such 
u which satisfies the condition (2.12). Furthermore, this author obtained: 
Theorem 3.3. Let k = 19 1 < m < 2 and otherwise let all assumptions of the 
preceding theorem be satisfied. Then there exists such solution of the problem 
(2.10), (2.11), that (3.1), (3.4) hold. 
0. A. LADYZENSKAJA, N. N. URALCEVA: 
Theorem 3.4. Let u e W^(Q)9 1 < m < oo be a weak solution which satisfies 
the condition (2.8). Let sup \u(x)\ < oo and let (2.6), (2.7) hold. Then (3.3), 
x e Q 
(3.4) hold. 
The inequality (3.3) wTas essential in proof of regularity of the solution for 
k = 1. The inequality (3.1) (k = 1) has been considered by many authors 
that generalized the result of T. RADO [26] under essentially weaken assump-
tions (supposing that Q = Q'9 dQ is smooth and Q is strictly convex). (See 
e.g. P. HARTMAN, G. STAMPACCHIA [13], D. GILBARG [11].) 
Now let us consider k ;> 2. The use of the comparison function of the 
type (3.2) does not lead to any result and the information 
(3.5) sup V \D*u(x)\ < C(Q') < oo 
x e£i* \i\<k 
is not available. Accordingly, we shall consider the case m = 2 or we shall 
suppose that (3.5) holds. Thus we transfer the problem of regularity of Jfc-th 
derivatives to the linear problem.: 
Let i y be a real matrix of bounded measurable functions in a domain 0> 
\i\ = | j | === k. We shall use the following assumptions: 
(3.6) dlCPrs; 2 ^Ci£><<72|a
2, 
(3.7) Atj = An. 
Function w e W[^(0) is a weak solution of the equation V D((A{jD^w) = 
\i\ s=h'J rr-fc 
= y D«/i with fi G L2(0), if for each <p e D(Q) 
K I - * 
(3.7)' f 2 AyDtfDiwdx= f 2 Dtffi«-*• 
O lilHfl-Jfc O |i|=fc 
Further let us denote O d = {xeO, dist (x, dO) = d), B(x0, r) = {x, \x — 
— x0| < r). For 0 < A < N let JS?<->*>(0) be such subspace of L%(0) that 
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sup (Q~X. f /-(ar)daf)-/-s||/]|_^-A)(0)<co. 
£r0 e 0,g > 0 B(x0, Q) n o 
For the properties of these spaces see, e.g. S. CAMPANATO [7]. 
Applying S. CAMPANATO'S method [7] whose generalization for the equation 
of higher order has been given in the paper [15] of J. KADLEC and J. NECAS, 
we obtain the following: 
Theorem 3.5. Let w be a weak solution satisfying (3.7)'. If (3.6), (3.7) and if 
i _ ? 9i 
IV. l o g - - 4 °9 
1-2-
C, 
(3.8) X = > JV — 2, 
! _ 3 _ 
log ------- + log £-?-
(3.9) / , 6 i » M ( 0 , ) , rf>0 
are satisfied then we obtain 
\\W\\CW(dd) <LC(d)u2jl/.ll_''
,';) (ocew, // - 2 
_ + 2 - _>T 
__ IJílI <5-?~"v/ (Odl*), 11 = 
|i| = k 
(3.8) i8 always satisfied for N = 2. .For iV > 3 *7 .ftofcfe wAew £_.e positively-
definite matrix -^-. __^ i8 sufficiently near (uniformly on 0) to the unit matrix 
in the sense of (3,8). TAe constant A is absolute. 
The Theorem 3.5 is — in certain sense — an analogy of the Theorem 3.1 
for k > 2. 
I f 
(3.10) | | -4dlc (o)5_C<oo 
holds, then (see [15]): 
Theorem 3.6. Let w be a weak solution satisfying (3.7)' and let the assumptions 
(3.6), (3.10), (3.9) with I > N — 2 be satisfied. Then 
_— x + 2 — N 
\\w\\ci*-*u*w)^C(d) 2 \\fi\\&%-xHom> /*=—*--» Mds-
Replace ( <pu~^L ) - in (3.1) by the expression / 2 L){q)~dx where 
\ oxi/U „ |i|-.* d£l 
(3T2) / 2 I (W<r*d . r<oo. 
Further let us suppose that (2.2) is valid and (for technical reason) 
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(3.13) at = 0 for |i | < k, -^ = 0 for | j | < k, atj = an. 
According to Theorems 2.2, 3.5, 3.6 we obtain (see J . NECAS [23]): 
Theorem 3.7. Let u e W${Q), m^2bea solution of the problem (1.3), (1.4) 
and let the assumptions (2.2), (3.12), (3.13) be satisfied (the constants C\> G2 
have the same meaning as before). Then we have 
(a) if m = N = 2 and 
N 
(з.i4) 2 2 
Щ-k 1 = 1 
w 
дxi Ì&™ (űđ) 
;Cd-k, d>o 
then |M|c(*>' %Qa) <, Cd-k~t, (A is taken of (3.8)) 
(b) if m>2, N = 2, (3.5) has the form sup 2 |D ' t t(z) |-= Ad^C3(? 
x e Od \i\—k 
and if (3.14) with 
-a 
2.1og 
Y ^ Џa -з 
o ГІ m 
i-lЏ + w1-* 
Oг , ï» • 
/nr m 
l o g 2 A g i ( l + o3rf-a)1_2+log 
1.°! 
4 0, 
1 - - T ^ ł ( 1 + C?з^-в)1"1 
Ci 1 
(l + OJ-)*-T 
- (7 
is valid then |M|c(fc)*M-2<0 < — d'k^% 
(c) i/ m = 2, JV ^ 3, — = 0, (3.8) is vaiid with the constants Cv G2 from 
vXi 
(2.2) and if (3.14) with Xfrom (3.8) is satisfied then ' 
?w-iV4-2 . A 
| M | C « ' ~ 2 — (Qd) < C c T ^ T , 
(d) ifm>2,N>3 and {3.5) in the form sup 2 |#*M#)|2 -^ C^is satisfied, 
X 6 O |a|«=ft 
/ur/Aer i/ (3.8), (3.14) wiffe 
.ZVlog 
^ - т P + ад1"* 
Я = 
ì - ^ a + oз)1 
c IЋ ^-I a + g1"" 
lo g 2A gj (1 + čľ3)
 2 + log ~* 4 
ì - ÿ a + Cз)1-!-
8 Equadiff II . 
пз 
Я,-Лr+2 
is valid then | |«| |c ( f c )* - (Qa) <. Gd a 




§4. The e x i s t e n c e of the r e g u l a r s o l u t i o n . A p p l i c a t i o n of t h e 
f i rst d i f fe ren t ia l . 
Let Q be a bounded domain with infinitely differentiable boundary 8Q. 
Let at(x, fy, t) be real functions with the same meaning as in section §1, defined 
for \i\ < k continuous on 12 x(—oo < CI < oo) x(0 <t <1) and continuously 
differentiable in £1> t and let at(x, 0, 0) = 0. Using the same notation as. 
, . 8at 
above i.e. ay = — we suppose 
uQ] 
\atj(x, C„, t) — al}(y, rja, t)\ ^ 
<LC2( 2 (ICal + 1*7.1)) • (I* - jy|" + 2 l£«->?«l) 
H < k |a| < k 
(4.1) 
and the samé for —* , 
ct 
l«y(#, £.. h) — al}(y, t]a, ř.) + «y(ž!» *?«, t2) — atj(x, f„, Í*2)| ^ 
<: c-a ( 2 lf.l + l»7.l)Ml-i - h\)( \x - y\'
1 + 2 IC« - vJ), 
\*\<k 




where C2(s) is a non-negative continuous function for 0 < 8 < oo, 0 < ^ < 1 
and co(s) is continuous function for 0 < 8 < oo, a>(0) = 0. 
Let us assume further 
(4.2) c v ( 2 i>?«i)icr-< 2 ai](x,na,t)U] 
\n\<k |-I=l1l=k 
where C±(s) is a continuous positive function for 0 < 8 < oo. Further let 
ft e C<°)>"(D), |£| < k, u0 e C<*)^(.D). Let us denote by <2<*>̂ (S2) the subspape 
of 0<^)^(i2) whose elements are functions for which -^-j = 0 on 8Q, 1 = 0, 
1, . .fc— 1. (The derivation in the direction of exterior normal.) We look 
for such weak solution of the Dirichlet problem u e CW>f*(Q) tha t 
(4.3) u -u0e G<«^(23) 
(4.4) for each <p e D(Q) f 2 D^a^x, D^u, I) dx = f 2 #fy/* <**• 
U \i\<k « |i|<k 
Let the functions 6j(o;, D-^, t), \i\ < k, \j\ < k be continuous on Q x —oo < 
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< £/ < oo X 0 <,t <^l continuously differcntiable in £/, t> bt(x, 0, 0) = 0. 
Let us denote by = -^ and assume that by, -~ satisfy the conditions (4.1). 
Roughly speaking, we shall solve the problem (4.3), (4.4) as follows: We 
shall look for such curve u(t), 0 < t < 1 with its values in C^>fl(D) that 
u(t) satisfies the problem (4.3), (4.4) with tu0, tfu For this curve we shall 
obtain a differential equation — = N[t, u(t)] and we shall look for such 
solution that u(0) = 0. See J. NECAS [24] see also F. E. BROWSER [4]. Thus 
instead of solving the problem (4.3), (4.4) we look for a mapping u(t9 r) with 
a domain T - = 0 , 0 <t < 1, t = 1, 0 < r < 1 and a range in CW>fi(Q) which 
P ? / 
is continuous with its derivative — (t, 0) from 0 <S t <^ 1 to C^>ft(Q) for 
ct 
x = 0. (The case when ai(x, Cj, t) does not depend on t is of great importance.) 
Further we require 
(4.5) u{t, T) - tuQ e CM->'{Q), 
(4.6) q>eD{Q): f 2 Dfynfo Dht,t)dx + (1 - T) f 2 DVM*, D!«, *) 
U \l\<k u \i\<k 
dx = t f 2 DV/.d.r. 
« lt|<fr 
Further let us assume that for ||tt||c(*>'''(«) < R <,<x> the following holds: 
if io e W(2
k)(Q) a n d (4.7) holds for every <p e D(Q): 
(•i-7) / 2 «y(>> D"». <) DttpDtw dx + f 2 M * . Da«» 0 DlwDhodx = 0 
« |il,|/l<fc « |i|. l/|<* 
then to = 0. This assumption implies the existence of only one element (for 
\\u\\c{k)'"(Z) < R, if R < oo) to e 0<*>."(D) for which 
(4.8) w — u0 e oW."(3) 
(4.9) for <p e D(Q) : / 2 «y(#, Da«> 0 D^Diw dx + 
O |i|.l.»'l<fc 
+ ] J> bt}(x, D-«, ť) DfyD% A t = - J / fe (*, D*w, ř) + 
o \i\,\j\<k a \i\<k 
+ ^ ( ,̂ D*u, t)\ Dl<pdx + f / /jDV da; is valid. 
1*1 <& 
It follows e.g. from the article by S. AGMON, A. DOUGLIS, L. NIRENBERG 
[1] or from J. KADLEC, J . NECAS [15]. 
Let us denote by w = N(u, t9fu u0) the mapping that assigns to a function 
it e CW>fl(Q) from the sphere ||^||c(A:),"(ii) < -R, to the parameter t from <0, 1>, 




have for a function w eCM>!l(Q), which is a weak solution of the equation 
/ 2 «tf(s. DHi, t) Z>fy Dlw dx + / 2 bv(%> F>*u, t) D(<pDlw dx = 
o 1*1 < k 
that there holds: 
(4.10) | H | c « ^ 5 ) < ^(IMIcW'"©, JU) 2 l|Oillc«-"(D) 
where Cz[r]l9 r]2) is continuous and positive function for 0 < rjx < oo, 0 < 
< ?72 < 1. According to this it follows: 
(a) The mapping N(u, t, /<, u0) is locally Lipschitzian: for | \ui\ \cM»
u(u) <_ 
<, R0 < oo, J == 1, 2, R0 < R, 0 < t <__ 1, H/iHc*)^) < Rx < oo, 
I l̂ ol le^^. l ) <-/?! thereis | |^x — w2| | e
<Ar> (̂̂ ) r< C(^0, ̂ i ) I l^i — ̂ 2||c7
<A:> (̂i7), 
(b) N is continuous as the mapping u, t -> w, 
(c) N is continuous in fi, u0 uniformly with respect to IMIcW^S) < 
^ R0, 0 r< t _< 1. 
For T = 0 we have: if u(t, 0) is a solution of the problem (4.5), (4.6) for 
0<.t <e and if 0 < e _< 1, ||u(«, 0)||c<*>'"(i_) __̂  R then 
(4.12) — (t, 0) = _y(«(t), *,/«, Ho), 0<t<e, ii(0, 0) = 0 
holds and thus 
(4.13) w(t, 0) = / N(u(s), s,ft, u0) ds, 0^t<e. 
o 
Now, using the standart method based upon the theorem of contraction, 
owing to the validity of (4.11) we obtain the existence of the solution of 
(4.13) for some interval <0, e>, s > 0; if there is such solution for some interval 
<0, £>, e < 1 then it also exists for the interval 
<0, £_>, l > e 1 > e . 
We assume that u(t, 0) is such solution on the interval <0, e> and that 
(4.14) \\N(u(t), t,fu 0̂)||c<*>*"(<_) < F(\\u(t)\\c^\m) 
holds for t e <0, e>, where F(s) is continuous and non-decreasing function for 
s e <0, oo), F(0) > 0. Let y(t) be the solution of Cauchy problem y(0) = 0, 
y'(t) = F(y(t)). Evidently the following holds: ~ 
(4.15) |N0llc<^(«)<2/(0-
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But (4.15) implies the existence of the solution of (4.13) wherever y(t) is 
defined, i. e for 0 < t <. e, where 
(4.16) e< f -^ 
o -f(z) 
According to this we have 
Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions (4.1), (4.2), (4.7) with R = GO be satisfied 
and let bi(x, Cj, t) = 0. Then there exists a solution of the problem (4.3), (4.4) if 
00 dz 
f -=-— > 1. Otherwise there exists a solution of the problem (4.5), (4.6) for efu 
0 J? \Z) 
00 dz R 
euQ where e<f -WT\- If
 an a P™0™ estimate ||w(0llc(A:),/l(S) <* i r < oo is o Jo \Z) Z 
known (u is a solution of (4.5), (4.6),), where R is from (4.11) then there exists 
a solution of the problem because it is possible to set F(z) = const. 
If there exists a function from (4.14) with f -=T-T > 1 uniformly with respect 
o * (z) 
to some neighbourhood of fu u0 then the solution u(l,0) is continuous infu u0 in 
this neighbourhood. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions (4.1), (4.2) and the following condition (4.17) 
be satisfied: 
(4.17) 
If 2 I Il7«l lc(0),/l(£) < O, uQ being fixed, u(t, 0) is an eventual solution for 
\i\<k 
t^o, tyi, then there exists such continuous non-negative function R(a) 
that \\u(t, 0)}i\c{khfi(Tj) < R(a) and (4.7) holds with 2R(a). 
Furthermore let the "a priori" estimate \\u(l, x)\\c^ffi(Z) < Q hold for u0,fibeing 
fixed. Then there exists a solution of the problem (4.3), (4.4). 
Actually, according to the preceding theorem, our problem has a solution 
if x = 0 (for considered u0 and arbitrary gi) constructed above. (It is possible 
to guarantee the existence of this solution also under different assumptions, 
see the preceding theorem.) Let A(gi) be this solution. Let us consider the 
mapping A(ft - xbt(x,D1u, 1)) from <0, 1> x CW>»(Q) to C<*>-"(D) for 0 <t 
<; x <, 1. This mapping represents homotopy of compact transformations 
and the mapping A — u is different from zero on the boundary of the sphere 
Bfy == ||^||c(A;),/i(w) < 2g. Now, for the degree of mapping with respect to O 
and to the sphere in question we have 
d[A(fi - h(x, Dhi, 1)) - u, 0, £2e] .= d[A(fi) - u, 0, B2fQ] = - 1 . 
Hence there exists the solution of our problem. See J . CRONIN [8]. 
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